Technology
Update

Spring 2020
We will continue
to follow the
curriculum as we
learn from home.

indergarten:
In technology class, we will be primarily using computer workstations in the
middle school technology lab to develop emerging keyboarding, mouse, and fine
motor skills. We have purchased a school-wide typing program, Type To Learn, as
a more engaging tool to learn and record our progress while we develop life-long
skills of speed, accuracy and proper finger positions. Ipads will also be introduced
to give a variety of experiences with technology tool options, apps and motor
skills. While integrating the classroom curriculum, we will focus on proper
capitalization, punctuation and spacing, focusing on the Letter Person of the
week, typing and writing our first and last names, sounding out words, and using
word walls and inventive spelling to develop rich vocabulary and basic sentence
structure. I encourage them to be inquisitive exploring and using toolbars and
options in their creative drawing and writing process. The children will be
practicing letter and shape formation using their fingers, a stylus and a mouse
utilizing a variety of programs and applications available to us. Proper care of our

technology tools, locating, opening and closing programs and applications, as well
as listening and following instructions are integral to all lessons. We will take
apart a computer, removing and identifying the main components while learning
their function. We learn to locate our personal Server Folder to retrieving Saved
work. Our love of books is bound to wiggle its’ way into technology lessons. All
students will be introduced to using the SmartBoard tools and functions. We
meet or exceed the standard presented in the Massachusetts Digital Literacy and
Computer Science Curriculum Frameworks Grades Kindergarten to Twelve.
Please monitor your child’s progress on our Parent/Student/Teacher Portal:
https://plusportals.com/bss
Our World Book Online Encyclopedia subscription is available inside and outside
school to all Blessed Sacrament students. Along with three age/ability level
encyclopedias, please explore the activities, ebooks, timelines and multimedia
resources for preschool students through adult. The link, username and
password are posted on the homepage of the Portal.
www.worldbookonline.com username: bss456 | password: bss456

irst Grade:
In technology class, we will primarily be using computer workstations to
expand keyboarding, mouse, and fine motor skills. We have purchased a
school-wide typing program, Type To Learn, as a more engaging tool to learn and
record our progress while we develop life-long skills of speed, accuracy and
proper finger positions. At times, we will also be utilizing iPad applications and a
sylus. While integrating the classroom curriculum, we will focus on proper
capitalization, punctuation, spacing, sentence structure and basic paragraph
development. The more complex geometric shapes we are learning in Math class
are helping us practice fine motor, mouse and keyboarding skills while learning to
use tools available in Microsoft Paint, Word and a variety of other programs.
Creativity and story development will encourage rich vocabulary and progressing
sentence and paragraph structure. I encourage them to be inquisitive exploring
and using toolbars and options in their creative drawing and writing process.
Proper care of our technology tools, locating, opening and closing programs and
applications, using two hands while typing, as well as listening and focusing our
attention to follow instructions are integral to all lessons. We will take apart a
computer, removing and identifying the main components while learning their
function. We learn to Save and Retrieve work to a personal Server Folders. All
students will practice using the SmartBoard tools and functions. We meet or
exceed the standard presented in the Massachusetts Digital Literacy and
Computer Science Curriculum Frameworks Grades Kindergarten to Twelve.
Please monitor your child’s progress on our Parent/Student/Teacher Portal:
https://plusportals.com/bss
Our World Book Online Encyclopedia subscription is available inside and outside
school to all Blessed Sacrament students. Along with three age/ability level
encyclopedias, please explore the activities, ebooks, timelines and multimedia
resources for preschool students through adult.
The link, username and password are posted on the homepage of the Portal.
www.worldbookonline.com username: bss456 | password: bss456

econd Grade:
Second Grade has been introduced to Google Classroom.
In technology class, we will primarily be using computer workstations to
expand keyboarding, mouse, program and application skills. We have purchased
a school-wide typing program, Type To Learn, as a more engaging tool to learn
and record our progress while we develop life-long skills of speed, accuracy and
proper finger positions. At times, we will also be utilizing iPad applications and a
stylus. While integrating the classroom curriculum, we will focus on proper
capitalization, punctuation, spacing, sentence structure and basic paragraph
development. The more complex geometric shapes we are learning in Math class

are helping us practice fine motor, mouse and keyboarding skills while learning to
use tools available in a variety of Microsoft programs. Creativity and story
development will encourage rich vocabulary and progressing sentence and
paragraph structure. I encourage them to be inquisitive, exploring and using
toolbars and options in their creative writing process and drawing process.
Proper care of our technology tools, locating, opening and closing programs and
applications, using two hands while typing, as well as listening and focusing our
attention to follow instructions are integral to all lessons. We will take apart a
computer, removing and identifying the main components while learning their
function. We learn locate and to Save and Retrieve work to a personal Server
Folders. All students will practice using the SmartBoard tools and functions. We
meet or exceed the standard presented in the Massachusetts Digital Literacy and
Computer Science Curriculum Frameworks Grades Kindergarten to Twelve.
Please monitor your child’s progress on our Parent/Student/Teacher Portal:
https://plusportals.com/bss
Our World Book Online Encyclopedia subscription is available inside and outside
school to all Blessed Sacrament students. Along with three age/ability level
encyclopedias, please explore the activities, ebooks, timelines and multimedia
resources for preschool students through adult. The link, username and
password are posted on the homepage of the Portal.
www.worldbookonline.com username: bss456 | password: bss456

hird Grade:
Third Grade is actively using Google Classroom In technology class, we will
primarily be using computer workstations to expand keyboarding, mouse,
program and application skills. We have purchased a school-wide typing
program, Type To Learn, as a more engaging tool to learn and record our progress
while we develop life-long skills of speed, accuracy and proper finger positions.
At times, we will also be utilizing iPad applications and a stylus. The Student
Portals are introduced and used to monitor class assignments and progress, turn
in and receive feedback on work, and as communication tool outside of class.
Technology, Internet and basic Search terminology are introduced. We integrate
the classroom curriculum across all subject areas targeting English/Language Arts
skills, utilizing research and application tools reinforce the value of technology in
learning. Internet safety and search pitfalls are addressed whenever working
together online. Proper capitalization, punctuation, spacing, and more complex
sentence and paragraph development is emphasized. We will be focusing on
Microsoft Word to begin exploring toolbar options in document creation, editing
and proofing tools. Artistic tools, copy and paste, and the instruction of special
keyboard options provides additional tools in the development of writing skills. I
encourage them to be inquisitive exploring and using toolbars and options in their
creative drawing and writing process. Proper care of our technology tools,
locating, opening and closing programs and applications, the introduction of
proper finger placement while typing, as well as listening and focusing our
attention to follow instructions are integral to all lessons. We will take apart a
computer, removing and identifying the main components while learning their
function. We learn to locate and to Save and Retrieve work to a
personal Server Folders. All students will practice using
the SmartBoard tools and functions. We meet
or exceed the standard presented in the
Massachusetts Digital Literacy and
Computer Science Curriculum Frameworks
Grades Kindergarten to Twelve.
Please monitor your child’s progress on our
Parent/Student/Teacher Portal:
https://plusportals.com/bss

Our World Book Online Encyclopedia subscription is available inside and outside
school to all Blessed Sacrament students. Along with three age/ability level
encyclopedias, please explore the activities, ebooks, timelines and multimedia
resources for preschool students through adult.
The link, username and password are posted on the homepage of the Portal.
www.worldbookonline.com username: bss456 | password: bss456

ourth Grade:
In technology class, we will primarily be using computer
workstations to expand keyboarding, mouse, program and
application skills. We have purchased a school-wide typing program,
Type To Learn, as a more engaging tool to learn and record our progress while we
develop life-long skills of speed, accuracy and proper finger positions. At times,
we will also be utilizing iPad applications and a stylus. The Student Portal
functions are reviewed and expanded upon to monitor class assignments and
progress, turn in and receive feedback on work, and as communication tool
outside of class. Technology, Internet, Search, Browser and Source terminology is
extended. Internet Safety and Identifying Reliable Sources is emphasized. We
Integrate the classroom curriculum across all subject areas targeting
English/Language Arts skills, utilizing research and application tools reinforces the
value of technology in learning. Proper heading, capitalization, punctuation,
spacing, and more complex sentence, paragraph, and writing process is stressed.
We focus on Microsoft Word, utilizing toolbar options in document creation,
editing and proofing tools. Ease in the use of these tools carries across all
platforms, apps and programs. Artistic tools, copy and paste, and the instruction

of special keyboard options will be consistently utilized in the writing process.
The introduction of specialized applications provides an additional project and
presentation tool, incorporating skills already introduced in Microsoft Word.
Proper care of our technology tools, locating, opening and closing programs and
applications, more consistent use of proper finger placement while typing, as well
as listening and focusing our attention to follow multi-step instructions are
integral to all lessons. We will take apart a computer, removing and identifying
the main components while learning their function. We Save our work to a
personal Server Folders, retrieving and revise along with Posting and Handing In
work on the Student Portal. We practice the proper way to start up and shut
down computers and devices. Collaborative projects will provide additional
practice in the Save and Retrieve process. All students will practice using the
SmartBoard tools and functions. We meet or exceed the standard presented in
the Massachusetts Digital Literacy and Computer Science Curriculum Frameworks
Grades Kindergarten to Twelve.
Please monitor your child’s progress on our Parent/Student/Teacher Portal:
https://plusportals.com/bss
Our World Book Online Encyclopedia subscription is available inside and outside
school to all Blessed Sacrament students. Along with three age/ability level
encyclopedias, please explore the activities, ebooks, timelines and multimedia
resources for preschool students through adult.
The link, username and password are posted on the homepage of the Portal.
www.worldbookonline.com username: bss456 | password: bss456

ifth Grade:
Individual computer workstations, iPads and SmartBoards are the primary
tools we are using at the middle school level as we move forward in Technology
education. We have purchased a school-wide typing program, Type To Learn, as
a more engaging tool to learn and record our progress while we develop life-long
skills of speed, accuracy and proper finger positions. The Student Portal functions
are reviewed and expanded upon to monitor class assignments and progress, turn
in and receive feedback on work, and as communication tool outside of class.
Hardware, Internet, Search Engine and Browser terminology are extended.
Internet Safety, Identifying Reliable Sources and proper Citation is emphasized.
We integrate the classroom curriculum across all subject areas targeting
English/Language Arts skills, utilizing research and application tools will reinforce
the value of technology in learning. Proper heading, capitalization, punctuation,
spacing, and increasingly complex vocabulary, sentence, paragraph, and writing
process will be stressed. Research, writing and project work, in collaboration with
the Science, Social Studies, Math, Writing, Language Arts, Spanish, Arts and
Religion curriculum, will be integrated whenever possible. We will be focusing on
Microsoft Word as well as introducing Excel and Publisher, utilizing toolbar
options in document and presentation creation, editing and proofing tools.
Artistic tools, copy and paste, expanded special keyboard options will be
consistently utilized in the writing process. The introduction of Microsoft
Publisher will provide an additional tool, incorporating skills already being learned
in Microsoft Word and Power Point. Proper care of our technology tools,
locating, opening and closing programs and applications, more consistent use of
proper finger placement while typing, as well as listening and focusing our
attention to follow multi-step instructions are integral to all lessons. We will take
apart technology equipment, removing and identifying the main components
while learning their function. We are Saving our work to personal Server Folders
and will be learning to upload work to the Student Portal personal Cloud space,
then going back to retrieve and revise; this will also make our work available to us
outside school anywhere we have Internet access. Collaborative projects and the
paperless turning-in of work online will provide additional practice in this Save
and Retrieve process. All students get hands-on experience using the SmartBoard
in class and individual presentations. The Student Portals will continue to be used

extensively to monitor class assignments and progress, turn in and receive
feedback on work, and as our primary communication tool outside of class. We
meet or exceed the standard presented in the Massachusetts Digital Literacy and
Computer Science Curriculum Frameworks Grades Kindergarten to Twelve.
Please monitor your child’s progress on our Parent/Student/Teacher Portal:
https://plusportals.com/bss
Our World Book Online Encyclopedia subscription is available inside and outside
school to all Blessed Sacrament students. Along with three age/ability level
encyclopedias, please explore the activities, ebooks, timelines and multimedia
resources for preschool students through adult. The link, username and
password are posted on the homepage of the Portal.
www.worldbookonline.com
username: bss456 | password: bss456

ixth Grade:
Sixth Grade is actively using Google Classroom.
Individual computer workstations, iPads and SmartBoards are the primary
tools we are using at the middle school level as we move forward in
Technology education. We have purchased a school-wide typing program, Type
To Learn, as a more engaging tool to learn and record our progress while we learn
life-long skills of speed, accuracy and proper finger positions. The Student Portals
continue to be used extensively to monitor class assignments and progress, turn
in and receive feedback on work, and as our primary communication tool outside
of class. Hardware, Internet, Search Engine, Browser and Wiki terminology will
continue to be extended. Internet Safety, Copyright, Plagiarism/Originality,
Appropriateness, Identifying Reliable Sources and proper Citation will be
emphasized as a required component of lessons. We integrate the classroom
curriculum across all subject areas targeting English/Language Arts skills, utilizing
research and application tools will reinforce the value of technology in learning.
Research, writing and project work, in collaboration with the Science, Social
Studies, Math, Writing, Language Arts, Spanish, Arts and Religion curriculum, will
be integrated whenever possible. Proper heading, capitalization, punctuation,
spacing, and increasingly complex vocabulary, sentence, paragraph, and writing
process will be stressed. We will be focusing on Microsoft Word, Power Point,
and Publisher utilizing toolbar options in document and presentation creation,
editing and proofing tools. Artistic tools, copy and paste, expanded special
keyboard options will be consistently utilized in the writing process. The
introduction of Microsoft Picture Manager will provide an additional tool,
incorporating skills already learned in the other Microsoft Office programs.
Proper care of our technology tools, locating, opening and closing programs and
applications, consistent use of proper finger placement while typing, as well as
focusing attention to follow multi-step instructions and staying on task are
integral to all lessons. We will take apart technology equipment, removing and
identifying the main components while learning their function. We Save our work
to personal Server Folders and will continue to practice uploading work to the
Student Portal personal Cloud space, then going back to retrieve and revise; this
will also make our work available to us outside school anywhere we have Internet
access. Collaborative projects and the paperless turning-in of work online will

provide additional practice in this Save and Retrieve process. All students get
hands-on experience using the SmartBoard in class and individual presentations.
The Student Portals will continue to be used extensively to monitor class
assignments and progress, turn in and receive feedback on work, and as our
primary communication tool outside of class. We meet or exceed the standard
presented in the Massachusetts Digital Literacy and Computer Science Curriculum
Frameworks Grades Kindergarten to Twelve.
Please monitor your child’s progress on our Parent/Student/Teacher Portal:
https://plusportals.com/bss
Our World Book Online Encyclopedia subscription is available inside and outside
school to all Blessed Sacrament students. Along with three age/ability level
encyclopedias, please explore the activities, ebooks, timelines and multimedia
resources for preschool students through adult. The link, username and
password are posted on the homepage of the Portal.
www.worldbookonline.com
username: bss456 | password: bss456

eventh Grade:
Seventh Grade is actively using Google Classroom.
Individual computer workstations, iPads and SmartBoards are the primary
tools we are using at the middle school Level as we move forward in Technology
education. We have purchased a school-wide typing program, Type To Learn, as
a more engaging tool to learn and record our progress while we learn life-long
skills of speed, and proper finger positions. The Student Portals continue to be
used extensively to monitor class assignments and progress, turn in and receive
feedback on work, and as our primary communication tool outside of class.
Hardware, Internet, Search Engine, Browser, Wiki and File Extension terminology
will continue to be extended. Internet Safety, Copyright, Plagiarism,
Appropriateness, Source Identification/Reliability and proper Citation will be
emphasized and a required component of lessons. Basic networking will be
introduced. We integrate the classroom curriculum across all subject areas
targeting English/Language Arts skills, utilizing research and application tools will
reinforce the value of technology in learning. Research, writing and project work,
in collaboration with the Science, Social Studies, Math, Writing, Language Arts,
Spanish, Arts and Religion curriculum, will be integrated whenever possible.
Proper heading, capitalization, punctuation, spacing, and increasingly complex
vocabulary, sentence, paragraph, and writing process will be stressed. We will be
focusing on Microsoft Word, Power Point, Publisher, Picture Manager and image
editing applications utilizing toolbar options in document and presentation
creation, editing and proofing tools. Artistic tools, copy and paste, expanded
special keyboard options will be consistently utilized in the writing process.
Microsoft Excel provides an additional tool, incorporating skills already being
learned in the other Microsoft Office programs with the utilization of math and
graphing options. Proper care of our technology tools, locating, opening and
closing programs, applications, hardware, Internet and unwanted windows,
consistent use of proper finger placement while typing, as well as focusing
attention to follow multi-step instructions and staying on task are integral to all
lessons. We will take apart technology equipment, removing and identifying the
main components while learning their function. We Save our work to personal

Server Folders and will be learning to upload work to the Student Portal personal
Cloud space, then going back to retrieve and revise; this will also make our work
available to us outside school anywhere we have Internet access. Collaborative
projects and the paperless turning-in of work online will provide additional
practice in this Save and Retrieve process. All students get hands-on experience
using the SmartBoard in class and individual presentations. The Student Portals
will continue to be used extensively to monitor class assignments and progress,
turn in and receive feedback on work, and as our primary communication tool
outside of class. We meet or exceed the standard presented in the
Massachusetts Digital Literacy and Computer Science Curriculum Frameworks
Grades Kindergarten to Twelve.
Please monitor your child’s progress on our Parent/Student/Teacher Portal:
https://plusportals.com/bss
Our World Book Online Encyclopedia subscription is available inside and outside
school to all Blessed Sacrament students. Along with three age/ability level
encyclopedias, please explore the activities, ebooks, timelines and multimedia
resources for preschool students through adult. The link, username and
password are posted on the homepage of the Portal.
www.worldbookonline.com
username: bss456 | password: bss456

ighth Grade:
Eighth Grade is actively using Google Classroom.
Individual computer workstations, iPads and SmartBoards are the primary
tools we are using at the middle school level as we move forward in
Technology education. The Student Portals will continue to be used extensively
to monitor class assignments and progress, turn in and receive feedback on work,
and as our primary communication tool outside of class. Hardware, Internet,
Search Engine, Browser, Wiki and File Extension terminology will continue to be
extended. Internet Safety, Copyright, Plagiarism, Appropriateness, Source
Identification/Reliability and proper Citation will be emphasized and a required
component of lessons. We will open computers and printers to get hands-on
experience with components. We integrate the classroom curriculum across all
subject areas targeting English/Language Arts skills, utilizing research and
application tools will reinforce the value of technology in learning. Research,
writing and project work, in collaboration with the Science, Social Studies, Math,
Writing, Language Arts, Spanish, Arts and Religion curriculum, will be integrated
whenever possible. Proper heading, capitalization, punctuation, spacing, and
increasingly complex vocabulary, sentence, paragraph, and paper development
will be required. We will be focusing on Microsoft Word, Power Point, Publisher,
Excel, Picture Manager and image editing applications utilizing toolbar options in
document and presentation creation, editing and proofing tools. Artistic tools,
copy and paste, expanded special keyboard options will be consistently utilized in
the writing process. Complex features of Microsoft Office programs will be
explored to provide additional tools for project and presentation work. Proper
care of our technology tools, locating, opening and closing programs, applications,
hardware, Internet and unwanted windows, consistent use of proper finger
placement while typing, as well as focusing attention to follow multi-step
instructions and staying on task are integral to all lessons. We will take apart
technology equipment, removing and identifying the main components while
learning their function. We Save our work to personal Server Folders and will be
learning to upload work to the Student Portal personal Cloud space, then going
back to retrieve and revise; this will also make our work available to us outside
school anywhere we have Internet access. Collaborative projects and the

paperless turning-in of work online will provide additional practice in this Save
and Retrieve process. All students get hands-on experience using the SmartBoard
in class and individual presentations. The Student Portals will continue to be used
extensively to monitor class assignments and progress, turn in and receive
feedback on work, and as our primary communication tool outside of class. We
meet or exceed the standard presented in the Massachusetts Digital Literacy and
Computer Science Curriculum Frameworks Grades Kindergarten to Twelve.
Please monitor your child’s progress on our Parent/Student/Teacher Portal:
https://plusportals.com/bss
Our World Book Online Encyclopedia subscription is available inside and outside
school to all Blessed Sacrament students. Along with three age/ability level
encyclopedias, please explore the activities, ebooks, timelines and multimedia
resources for preschool students through adult. The link, username and
password are posted on the homepage of the Portal.
www.worldbookonline.com
username: bss456 | password: bss456

